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Chapter III 

'iPHE RELIGIOUS SOCIAL A.t\.l.lJ ECuNOi·UC IDEAS OF 
-----------~-----------------

C.RAJAGOPALACHARl ---------------
I. In traduction -------

C.Rajagopalachari was a man of sharp intellect, cool 

reason and logic. It was said that he had the gift for 

rationalising emotion. 
1 2 

His command over English was flawless, 

yet, unlike Gandhiji or Nehru, he never studied outside India. 

His intellect was wholly indigenous. If C.Rajagopalachari 1 s 

family record is authentic, the Brahmins of Thorapalli village 

secured their agraharam under the last Hindu dynasty before 

3 
the Mughal conquest. C.t{ajagopalachari 1 s father was not 

educated in western institutions but was \.vell-versed in 

sanskrit. The community of Brahmins from which c.r<ajagopalachari 

descended p!bduced, therefore, a very special kind of priest. 

Patronisation of their special training through lana grants 

could legitimise royal authority. 'l'he presence of suc'"l Brahmins 

at the court sanctified local law, and made it known that king• s 

justice is fully acknowledged oy ortnodox standards. Through 

the power of their knowled9e of the sacred word, they harm:mised 

local events, leaders and customs with universal dharmic order. 

Legitimisation of state power came through formal subservience 

to the Brahminical order. 
4 

C.Rajagopalachari 1 s family, therefore, lived in a local 

world that was rooted in the older brahminical royal authority 

based upon sanskrit law and lore. Such knowledge was not a 
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matter of universal degree or formal schooling in a western 

sense; instead, it rested in a tradition that was maintained 
s 

and exemplified within the family through its upbringing. But 

this type of traditional knowledge was useful during 

C.Rajagopalachari's period to the local level. 'I'he direct 

lines of power from the agraharam to the royal court were 

severed by the British legal system. If a young Brahmin wished 

to rise higher in the central authority, he had to learn a new 

law and excel within a new system of legal education. 

6 
C.Rajagopalachari took the latter route. 

C.Rajagopalachari's political activities and inclinations, 

before entering the Indian Nationa1 Congress under the leadership 

of Gandhiji, have been written in detail in the next chapter. 

Due to his active involvement in Non-cooperation and Rhilafat 

movement~ he was imprisoned in the Vellore Jail by the British 

Government. In 1921-221 during his prison days, he wrote his 

"~!L!2.!2.E.l11 , where he mentioned the habit of praying and attempts 

at mental concentration. He regretted having no knowledge of 

Sanskrit without which, according to him, the life of a quiet 

devotion appears almost impossible to a Hindu. Though he read 

devotional books such as .!>~.Eal 7 
and the ~~.Y.§!l§!, the ~..§£?ha~ 

and the .§.!£1~ he considered the intellectual habit of reading 

as a mere self-indulgence declarin•:J that there is 11 a time in 

life when you know for eertain that additional lean1ing will 

make you die more learne~ and not enable you to do anything 

further useful to mankind or to correct your character in any 
8 

manner." 
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In fact, the Jail Dia~ revealed in more than one ways ., 
c.Rajagopalachari's course of action and his mental and 

... 
intellectual make-up. The desire of search for meaning and 

cause, mentioned above, drove C.Rajagopalachari, at least 

partl~ towards Mahatma Gandhiji by forsaking his thriving 

legal career and a materially comfortable life. Thus he commented 

that scores of Indians are busy in carrying out the authority 

of the Raj, imagining it as ·:..7od 1 s law ano Dharma. But his 

assessment was that those people mentioned above are not free, 

rather, those who are in prison in revolt against the Raj, are 

free, even like the rebel soldier. He is to be held by force, 

9 
not by shameful, voluntary surrender. 

C.H.aj agopalachari mentioned all those details of 

personal sickness anc. pr:·oblems of hy-Jiene on which Gandhiji 

dwelt in detail in his ~2£i2.9.f§E~· But, for C.Rajagopalachari 

his physical condition never took an ontological meaning. 

C.Rajagopalachari after listin'-:1 his physical troubles added 

"It is disgusting to record my physical ailments from day to 

day. Hovv I wish I had healthy bod·1 which could give a free 

play to my spirit. 1110 However, tor Gandhij~ his physical 

problems were not just an outside unfortunate force, but bore 

a direct relation to his spiritual proyress. C.t{ajagopalachari • s 

.!l!!.!LDiary did not mmtion his personal details like h1!!g]2io_9£2~. 

His mention of self-control did not apply to emotional and bodily 

renunciations. He did not see prison in that way. 'l'he renunciation 
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involved in accepting punishment or imprisonment for political 

actio~ was a renunciation of social security rather than bodily 

comfort. c.Rajagopalachari at this stage of life renounced his 

social status as a means of demonstrating to the society the 

differences between the acceptance of true law or dharma and 

false for foreign J.aw. 

rrhus he rnent:ioned in !lill...BJ:ary, II If hundreds of men 

and women feel t" '· vc 1 untary cooperation with injustice and 

national dishonour outside the jails are no longer tolerabl~ 

and accept imprisonrner:.:. <-r:: a happier condition of lite, because 

it releases them at once from cooperation with the Eritish, anc'. 

if they feel that the privat icn and inconvenience of the prisons 

are preferable to the sin and immoral cooperation ·,v.:.tJ: :.~he v1r:ong 

in outside, i.e., the Raj, then it becomes true martyrdom, which 

cannot fail to produce its ef:iects a~::cordin':j lv lLE: J.c:ws of god •••• 

If we believe in the cn~ed of Ahimsa, ana if we have faith in 

the law of love and suffering, th:i.s rrn;E't lead to success. 1111 

c.Rajagopalachari' s writlinqs during the formative 

period were amazingly varied. He seemed to speak with fluency 

in two languages and several distinct styles. His pamphlet, 

~~t{~_Q~!, made him 2 t ri='lincc. ] cwyer ana an English essayist. 

'Ihe writint;;s were polished, factual. 2nd elegant. y:ed~~ was 

written in anott.2:c: sc..~cJE ; an ir.cterpretation of the Hindu 

philosophy which was argued in a theological style frequently 

found in other modem wr·iters or< ;;J.~c!.uisrn. His Bha.9Y_~_glli and 

!~~ were framed in another sty] e : the learned discourse on 
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tr:adi.t:ional religious texts. 'l'hus a variety of st;,les were 

displayed by C.Rc.jagopalachari s theological, discursive, 

pedantic c.nc urgurnentative. For the sake of clarity, 1.ve will 

discuss his socio-religious and economic ideas as follows. 

II 

RiLIGIOUS IDEAS ___ .. ____ _ 
c.Rajagopalachari proviced the example of a Hindu 

intellectual who, in the ~'1/ake o.t change in India, uncer the 

tutelege of the Raj durin<;; the nineteenth and the twentieth 

century, tried to reformulate India's clasE:;ica.1 'L:r<'H:itior.. 

Obviously, fer intellectuals of this sort, Hinduism was the 

awe-inspirinc; arsenal for fightin·,~ the British maste.r, vn the 

one hand, and to provi6e a b1ue-p:r..int. for the future of 

i:ndependent India'::.~ course of action amidst the comity of 

nations, on the ::;tr.er. Curiously, Hinduism of thi::> sort was 

more a political entity than a religious one. lt resembled 
.-1'1·-

Protestatism in E.urope which played a r·ole of religion of the 

then politically powerful and propertied classes. ~imilarly, 

Hinduism cu.ring the Raj pt::rioa vJas always a product of 

compromise on the part oi. the inr:luential classes of tteir 

politlcRl ph.i:losophy. That is why, Hhoever wished to elaborate 

upon the religion ot Hinduism as a coherent, al1-el11.bracing 

system hac: to ::~pe0k me ":·e or 1 ess, will y-nilly, in a political 

vocabulary rather than a religious one. Thus, before starting 

to explore C .l:Za _j <·H.;opal ~-c::t'. ari' s ideas and explanations of 
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Hinduism, it is better to quote hirr. which succinctly puts forth 

his views on Hinduism ~ "'l'he truth is that", said c.Rajagopalachari, 

11 our religious philosophy is so advanced that it is far beyond 

II 1.2 
the reach of religious ideas prevailing in other theologies. 

Placing Hinduism on a high pedestal, thus, C.Rajagopala-

chari gav('. 2r: ::xr-e:t..: lt:L t and contemporaneous formulation of 

Hinduism. Thus, according to him, the requir.ements of planned 

and regulated cconun:z ,~~:..:;r1 ~e found in the ved~. To him, the 

old laissez -faire economy and its concomitant social philosophy 

had become outdated. Instead, there appeared the soci.alist 

economy with the passin9 of the time to meet the needs of the 

people. But he::re: C.Rajagopalachari 1 ~; advocacy for socialism 

was not unqualified; he professed that the inherent danger of 

planned socialist E>xmc:r1~ coulu cac.se pain and loss of individual 

freedom. According to him, this pair:. was due to external control 

·which a f::ects the vJOr.k ing efficienc-y of the people. 'I'hus, 

instead of laissez-:taire, the plar:nec economy should envisage 

a code C; f v;::;}1.; c~·; and culture that could operate as a law from 

within. And it should also supr-lement egte mal control or 

regulation. Such a code ot spirituaJ \ialues and such a culture 

should help in the preservation of a sense of individual 

liberty ana initiative in the midst of complicated state 

regulation. Thus he opined that a law operating from within 

was more •: .r ficient than one exte mall y imposed, and also less 

liable to evasion. And to face a11 kind of social deviations, 
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a well-nccepted ethic and 
. :3 

cc.l t ure c.:.1n pr()"jide the only solut1.on. 

From the above discussion, n2turally, C.Rajagopalach('1_ri 1 s 

ccr.;cept of culturE: fo} 1 O\ved. 'l'o him, ccJ ture was neither 

character nor morality; rather, :.t was the inside of man; an 

exte m<:'1 .LoLLer than inte1.-nal phenomenon. Culture had more to 

do with behaviour and .,..;ay of life than with character. After 

definin£ cuJture, he proceeded to aefine civilisation and he 

was of the opinion that mE' re advaGce in technoloyy and material 

aspect 
,-

(J .L life doeE" not behave vd c;. civilisation. l''lainly 

speaking, civilisation intendf•d tc connote the curDing of 

wildness, barlla rity ur·c V·- c r-.inc~ul gence o .t. passion and appetites. 

Now he argueC: that civilisation possesses two instrurr:ents to 

achieve its aim. 'i'he one is thE' o:oject of curbing or suppressing 

the sensual instincts. rl'he other instrument of civilisation, 

according to c.Rajagopalachari, is culture •••• a more pe.rvasive 

and nebulous social ph~;;;nomenon, I·Jhich was functional throughcu t 

history thrc·ugh family traininq, tradition, reli~;iou:s be1iefs, 

literature and educatL::n. Cullu.r:e ;:-)uts down overin6c:.l qeLct:: 

acting as an internal force, as distinguished £rom penaJ 1 aws 

which from thE. very beginning acted from outside. .Vhen culture 

fail e<:l, it acted through social oblequy and, in vez:y bad cases, 

th h . 1 t . i4 roug soc~a os rac1.sm. 

Thus defining culture, c •• <..a_i~gopalachari proceeded to 

dwell on Indian culture •••• his forte. According to hi~ 

simpJ icjty is the pattem of Inc".:i c->i culture, and was not 

mere stunted development, ::at he 1: eel iberate main ten?. nee of 



simplicity, and conscious rejectiun o:i: complicated J.ife and 

multiplication of wants, this bein; consistent with the 

15 
philosophy and ethical code of Indian people. 

c.Rajagopalachari linked Indian culture with the 

maintenance of dharma, or moral duty which is "an organic 

growth, vtbich it is our duty to respect an0 ':JC c.J:oulu net 

16 
treat as mere Indian superstition or eccentricity.~~ 

c. Raj agopal achari 1 s concept of dharma was taken from the 

L• r-
ol) 

Q.!~, and was two-fold in nature ~ the social good for material 

improvement and the spiritual welfare of the inner ~~rovJth of man. 

Dharma in the social context regulated human conduct and also 

fitted individuals into the right moulds of character by 

inculcating in them soClal and ;r,oral values and graces. In 

this sense, dharma in e 2 ch 1n6ividual member of society directed 

him to behave with dignity ano propriety in relation to h.:Ss 

fellow beings. When dharma was t,) reserved and practised, it 

conferred on man ano society, henl th, wealth and h appine.ss. 

If dhanna were lost sight of, the social cohesive forces 

became weak and unhinged, anc the whc)le social stn:cture would 

crumble.. Dl1c2:n2 was and is the life force of the society like 

E£~ (vitality) in an individual. It was dharma that held the 

s0ciaJ ~=abric togeU!er. It maintained Jaw and order in society 

and gave rise to amity, h.:::rmony, and understanding in the sociaJ 

~c 1 ationships of its members. 

The ideal of dharma got a vJide connotation. There was 
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no single socicl dharma for aJJ. .~~· ;:_. mutter cf fact, dharma 

in the context ni:: Indian society varied from individual to 

individual. No hJo individuals may have the s;::mc c1tarma to 

perform. £ach and every·one 1 s dharma was determined by social 

situation in which he/she found herself/himself. This lee to 

the concept of swa.dr1arma l sel £-religion) • Every member of a 

society, every member cf a fami1-:z' had his own swadharma, 

which he is expected to discharge truthfully and to the best 

of his ability and unde rstandin9. 

Dh&trriR, c_,;, the social plane, aimed at attaining 

all-round v-1elfare for the entir:e community. By means o£ 

injunctions enc prd: :: tions, clharma directed human activ ity1 

so that eadl unit in society may fulfil its functions and 

contribut.e to the ~Lri; ra! ··c:cr': c:·E society. In assigning worr. 

to everyone, the Gi~ upholds the principle of <.!juna (quality) 

and karma (duty) •••• the inbor:n abilities and talents. Each 

one, according to hi;; guna and karma, must do his duty and 

contribute tc ·r-e general well-being of the group in which 

he/she lives and functions. 

Thus expounding the concept of dharma of the Gita, --
C.Rajagopalachari proceeded to analyse its suitability oj; 

necessity in the con text of the present life. c. R.3j cuJopc~J.achari 

opined that the present civilisation Has fraught with 

disharmonies. Human enercw was eastefully consumed in the 

dish.~xmonies involved in the prevailiny contradictions in 



science, relic;ion, national politics and in the conduct of 

ff . J.7 international a a1.rs. 'fhus he was of the opini,:'Jn that 

everything we believe and do should be harmonised with religion. 

Religion ~r;c""l politics cannot remain in different pigeonholes. 

What was needed for the oresent situation was the courage 

and the need tu syr' t::-:.c· :sise. In this respect, he praised the 

ancient Indian generatiGns in unqualified terms because they 

displayed, acc.)n\.:jc; tt.- c.r.a;2qopalachari, greater courage 

and mental acur'en t .·':Ja rc s the.i r mundane prohl "~ms. But he was 

quite optimistic that r:'sr :U:t' ' r•n ,t-JJ:::esent decline o±: the 

mental capabiJ itic::' ,:;£ the existing generations, he stated, 

from our forefathers, sumrnon cl J the spirit we can command to 

restore the basic harmony of th:Ju<;;;ht and ma}:.c a11 nE:cessary 

modifications in our tundan:en tal beliefs and axioms for that 

18 purpose." 

In the opinicn of C.Rajagopalachari, ~!£0.§.9~ was the 

answer to the complex problems, i.e., Cli.sharrn:::;nies, c::ontradiction 

between science and religj_on c.m6 politics of the present age. 

For him, there is no need to create or build a new religio~ 

because India already P'-· csp ;;::u: ;: religion and philosOphy, 

which were ver·y :.)l<~ in origin, still marvellously suited with 

the present day sciE"·nce as well 

enunciated a c:.::de of etLics and a system of values evolved out 

of the Hindu rel i cJ.i.ous r-hi 1 c so J->:1 ·_,·hJ c:h is admirably consistent 
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with science, en the one hand, and can provide also a spiritual 

basis for an egalitarian social order. Not only thi~ a 

perusal of the JI.E.§E-1:_Sh~£2, according to C.Rajagopalachari, ·will 

show trle.t the Y!:dant~ postulated that the universe is the 

result of gradual unfolding of the creative powers inherent in 

primordial substances. In fact, C.Rajagopalachari insisted 

that the philosophy of Hinduism anticipated the basic theory of 

- - . 20 
bioloc::,n.:' and physics and also the methoCis of mooern sc~ence. 

C.RajagopaladJ.ari also highliyhted the utility of the 

~dant;i;_s ethic. According to hir~ the way of life that was 

prescribed in the Vedanta is called 12~ in ill.§!• ~2.9~ precisely 

consisted in maintaining a detached mind while participating in 

all affairs that awertains to one• s place in societ<,·· 'lhe great 

secret is that work should be done in a spirit of duty and 

performed ancoedicated to God. Results should not hE l~·errnitted 

to agitate the ntind. D1...:.ties arise because of the place one 

occupies in society. 'There is, in fact, no quEstion cf 

supE'riority or inferiority jn performing the various tasks 

develving on individual.:; or grc,ups in society, all being equally 

for the maintenance the ;,.1el fare and harmony of 

the society. The work should be performed, i.e., individual 

Guties C!s:-;igned socially, in a spirit of: cooperation and 

unselfishness. He was of the opinion tha~ if any religion 

contradicts witl! tt£ conclusion ot scienc~ that religion must 

degenerate into formalism and hypocricy. And in human happiness 

depends on <3oing away with indiffe renee, and economic reorganisation 
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is to base on stable foundation o.L widespread moral faith and 

cuJ t:u:r:e a.nc if the state is tc be supl:x:Jrted by willing 

cooperation of men and women, ~~~~~ has contributio~ which 

is cruite enduring the nature, to civilisation. Equality 

entirely based on exploitation or fore~ even though administ~red 

by able ~nd well-intentioned men. it can not 1 ast or endure in 

the long. run. ~dan~ offers a reliqious faith th;:·.t c;::;n h<:WE' 

no quarrel with the scientist who works in the laboratory or with 

the geologists 1vho do research in the history of the physical 

world, and yet it offers a firm foundation for the just polity 

f 1 
~ 21 o a new wor a. 

III. SOClAL IDEAS ------
·rhe early career of C.kajagopalachari showed his 

attitude tovJards social change. In 1917, C.Rajagopalachari 

was elected as -Lhe Chairman of tne ;;;)alem i"lunicipality. 

c. Raj agopalachari 1 s stint as Chai. rman of the Salem Municipality 

threw some light on the reformist zeaJ towards Indian social 

problems and his o ~ ganisational ability and skill and 

dedi cation. Dur:ing his municip~3J 'e~r:!, c .Raj agopal achari 

was able to tackle efficiently civic problems caused by 

disease like plague, small-pox ana chclera. He vvc•s able to 

obtain funds from his influentiaJ connections for· the public 

measures like installation of public taps, since nnmiclpol 

funds were severely limited. Without undertaking any sweeping 
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measures which were socially ameliorative1 C.Raja(;op.:.lachari 

was con tent with his success in a few odd cases involving 

untouchability or the alcohol problem. Thus, in :!.918, ,.,nc:~n 

the assignment of an untouchable to the public taps of a 

Brahmin locality caused considerable Brahmin outcry, 

C.Raj arJopal.::-cLc-1!' i E:tood his ground and in the Municipal 

Council debat~ he refused to transfer the untouchable worker 

to another ward. 'l'his .:.ncioent aroused momentary orthodox 

anger and assumed considerable localised topical significance. 

On the issue o£ drinld:r:(,;i, C.Rajagopalachari was able to 

achieve limited success largely due to the cooperation of 

the Br·itish administrative mach.iner·y. Complete prohibition 

was not raised still as a full-fledged demand. But 

C.Rajagopalachari' s concern for these social prob1er•.s v-;es 

genuine. Though a traditionalist, his adherence to social 

custom was not uncritical. 

But c.r"ajac::;opa1achari alw·3:':/S .fou·;;iht shy of structural 

social changes and \"-las in favour o t socj_al and moral reforms 

within the status quo. Yet he .re.:t.L ~;Eo that the neglect of 

moderate social refo rrrs woula only invite more revo llitionary 

and violent change in the future. ,~ h :..:; be·} ie f prompted him 

during his Premiership in the Madras Presidency to undertake 

some progressive legislation in the iJ..elC of agrar20n reforms, 

the question of temple-entry ano prohibition. He v·Jas frank 

enough to admit his attitude tJwards the s,)cial re .n:: by 

saying thus : 
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11 I am conservative to admit the proposition at once 

that unless it is necessary to disturb an existing organisation, 

you should not disturb it; because the lives of the families, 

lives of individuals as well as families o.1~ al.l groups, I believe, 

have been so ordered as to get inextricably mixed up with an 

existing state of affairs and change involves vi tal pain, loss, 

injury, 

that. 

and fifficulty, not speak of mere irritation. l admit 

22 
It should. not be justified unless it is ncce~sary. 11 

No1-v let us proceed to analyse C.Rajagopalachari 1 s 

appraisal of Indian culture. According to hi~ Indian culture 

£rum tl:e hoary beginning was predominantly self-restraint. 

The main feature of the Indian culture was to share one's 

subsLmce 'vv' 1 th the poor, chastity, the rigours of widowhood, 

austerity, sanyas, and all rouno relis;iou:.; tolerance. ln the 

opinion of: C.c<.a_jdc_;c·r<'lachari, the large joint-family is a 

special type of social institution particularly available 

in India. This insti"L<L-..:-Jn :.:: :;c;till alive, he asserted, not 

quite wiped out by the impact of ·he v"Jest and its cult of 

indiv iduaJ.ity. The joint famn '/ .:..s, ;::;ccording to c. Rajagopala-

chari, a socialist institution within i tsel £ and at the sarre 

time, the individuals are potent.iC~.tl::' ::ree persons. 'l'hus, he 

opined that perhaps the joint-family is the chief institution 

in India, which differentiates it from the vJestern way of living. 23 

In the next step, after the joint-family, C.Rajagopalachari 

upheld the institution of community \ • jati 1 preva} ently known 
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in India). According to hiw., jati is a community of larger 

circle than the joint -family. 'l'h e ob.U t;;ation of mutual help 

and respect are real within t:.he circle of the j ati, though 

necessarily thinned out by the vJake of industrial and cultural 

changes. The principle that holds jati together is like this : 

one's duty does not end with one's ;;;.:;. ::e- anc..~ children; it does 

not end with one's son and father, grandchildren and cousins. 

It also involves the members of the j<=lti, a11 ~1-lc~~e who belong 

to his group of potential relatives. It is not just an artificial 

extension. It is a circle which inc.i.,;·ies U.kel:' relationships 

through marriage. It is associatEd with a very real sense o t 

identity and mutual lic'bility. Sc rnucil so, t:n::;t; everything 

seemingly done in public services on account of that connection 

is in the present looked upon, observed c.Raj as:op;:d :::d·ori, as 

nepotism. This aspect of <.:1roup behaviour, observed 

C.Rajagopalachari, vias nepotism under the modern notion of 

adminis-trative equity; but all the same, Indian culture 

demands that a man should use his influence and share his 

prosperity 1 ·J::_~~' mcribcr;.; of his jati (community). In adversity, 

he is entitled to expect assistance and material help and 

s-ympathy from the members of his jati. This element of Indian 

culture, in the opinion of c.t<ajagopalachari, if disentangled 

from the need of aoPLi.n.i =:t..:::·a.tive equity ana restricted to 

personal assistance and private sacrifice, this aspect of 

Indian culture can be looJ~;;:;d upon c.>s a loose form of trusteeship, 

governing the conduct in one's group. Out of this, according 
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to C.Rajagopalacha!"i, r~,aedtdji 1 s conception of trusteeship 

form of socialism was evolved. In lnd ian culture, according 

to c.Rajagopalachari, i.T.i<" c'..lstvm o £ sharing one• s prosperity 

with his own community may be appropriately called decentralised 
24 

socialism, vd thou t the compulsion o 1~ a statist polity. The 

horizon tal family network, according to c. Raj agopalachari, can 

be treated as a special pat~tern belon:,JirH:: to India. It is 

noteworthy of preservation. Unfortunately, it has been 

considerably weakened as a result of the .lmpact o:::: \!estern 

individualism anc , >erve rted movement.s of the so call t=d social 

rhus kinship, un J .iKe :.::aste, ,Jas \videly regarded as 

an overriding loyalty vJr1ict1 may cut acros:3 political 

affiliations during tne Election ;.unes. lt was believed 

that any voters \vho were not amenable to any other influence 

could be presurrised tll. r.)t_:gh chel r Kin. A close kinsman 

wo rkinr,; against a candic:iate .:>I. his own community is S.fficient 

to damn him. Thus, C.R.ajagooalac:~ari, during the 1960's, as 

the elder statesman of t!~e swatantra Party, believed in the 

supremacy of kinship ties. D~.:: ringt:the 196 7 elections, 

C.Rajagopalachari ,,;as the s1...r0rn enemy :Jf the Congress. His 

son, however, was con testin;;; ·:ls a Congress candidate. iNhen 

asked wny he did not op .ase hi:3 son, c.~ajagopaldci-1ari is 

reported to have sa.:o, 11 ln Indian culture, it is not dharma to 

work against one'~ s~n. It did <JnJ y what our culture required 

.. 26 
of me. 



In fact, c. Rajagopalachari recalled that there were 

many periods in Indian history When thete were no effective 

governments to rule the country. But during all these periods, 

of what may be called no government conditio~ the Indian 

society tided over all these vicissitude by dint of self-testraint 

inherent in Indian culture, i.e., the joint-family ani the jati 

discipline. Not only was order maintained, trade and art also 

flourished. The absence of government made no difference. A 

mere figure-head king was enough to do the duty. Philosophy 

was not neglected, public health was maintained tolerably 

well under the caste discipline, contracts were entered into 

and fulfilled, and ptoperty was protected. All this was 

maintained by culture although there was no law in the 

Austinian sense of the term. Charities were founded and markets 

and business went on. People did not move in momadic confusion 

although there was no government in the modern sense of the term. 

The family and caste were the firm anchors which provided the 

backbone of the Indian society throughout its chequered history. 

There were at all levels something that held people together in 

a good behaviour •••• the kula dharma and Bharata dharma. 

culture not only made life fuller but also provided sttong 

political role. 27 

Thus 

Thus analysing Indian culture from economic and social 

points of view, c.Rajagopalachari assessed Indian culture by 

saying thus s "If there is any honesty in India today, any 

hospitality, any Chastity, any philanthtopy, any tenderness to 



dumb creatures.. any aversion to evil, any love to do the good, 

it is due to whatever remains of the old faith and the old 

culture. !t:>dem ideas and education and ideas have done their 

best to caricature and stifle these emotions and substituted 

materialism and selfishness for them all."
28 

Here we find the 

crux of C.Rajagopalachari • s views on flk)demity. Thus, he 

praised with unequivocal terms the 'old faith and old culture• 

and denounded roodern ideas and education which is. according 

to hi~ associated with materialism and selfiShness. 

Ultimately, c. Rajagopalachari turned narcissistic 

towards Indian culture. Thus he said that the doctrine of 

!!!!! and transmigration that had been propounded in the ~~ 

have tremendously infused and shaped Indian culture, and even 

today, the influence is still alive and active. The good as 

well as bad in Indian way of life can almost be traced, 

c. Rajagopalachari opined~ to the doctrine of transmigration. 

Thus he said that the prevalence of individual charity ia 

India, in spite of the effects of nineteenth century movements 

{influenced by westem ideas) can be traced to the firm belief 

in the doctrine of.!~· 29 

Ultimatel~ C.Rajagopalachari turned panegyric about 

which is Indian and whatever it may be. Thus he said that the 

Indian music is, practically all of i~ composed of religio~ 

philosophy and prayer. Even astonishingly, he found a glaring 

social evil like begging as a typical example of Indian cultute. 
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Thus he observed, "Our beggars go begging, singing religious 
' 

songs deep in philosophy, telling the people how to live. 

Nothing illustrates Indian culture so well as the songs of 

30 Indian vagrants and beggars." 

However, C.llajagOpalachari's concept of cultuz:e would 

remain incomplete with all its broad ramifications without 

mentioning his views on gender equality. Before analysing and 

summarising c.Rajagopalachari 1 s views on gender equality and 

womanhood, let us analyse briefly in wh8t way woman was seen 

in Hindu religious discourse. Women appeared in Hindu religious 

discourse as Mother and Nurturer, preserver of tradition and 

property. Her appearance as Mother Earth, Mother India_ the 

Nation represented a borrowing and an emulation of linguistic 

usage as developed in European nationalist movements. It is 

also an amplification and extension of the role of the Indian 

women as articulated in Indian nationalist discourse •••• the 

role of a provider and nourisher, luxuriant, beautiful and 

generous by nature, and, of course, capable of enormous 

sacrifice and suffering. 

The woman • s place as Mother and Nurturer, begetter 

of glorious sons of Aryavarta. had been undermined by several 

scholars in recent times. 
31 

It had been shown as that which 

appeared in Hindu nationalist discourse as a container or 

vehicle, the repository of Indian tradition, the essenc~ 

the inner side, the spirituality, and the greatness of the 
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Himdu civilisation. e. g., Matri Bhumi and Bharat Mata. As a 

property and sacred symbo~ Woman is in an interestingly parallel 

position to the Cow in Hindu discourse. Yet she possesses a 

powerful, necessary but dangerous sexuality: and as potentially 

iadependent actors, women are threatening ia a way that cows 

are not. As a symbol of the nation and repository of its 

tradition_ Woman is pure • • • • the spiritual side and the inner 

strength of the nationalist discourse. But as a sexual entity, 

which is represented as being primitive, innocent and irrational, 

womem is treated as a lesser thing than men. 

This impurity is evident at regular interv~ls s during 

the motherly period, pregnancy and childbirth, when the wome~ 

herself polluted, pollutes all those who come in contact with 

her. But impurity, or its potential, is present in a more 

continuous sense as well. The sexual desire of women, combined 

with their innocence and 1ack of rationality (their primitive 

instiacts), means that they may very easily tura from their 

quiatessential role as mothers, wives and widows and may turn 

into temptress and loose woman •••• threatiag order. mrality 

and the appropriate division between men•s and women•s spheres. 

Ignorant and wea~ women are supposed to be easily misled and 

often sullied. 

The family has been an important system of both 

community and nation in India and, woman, of course, central 

to the structure and reproduction of the family. The body 

of women, however, becomes the site for much of the punishment 
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that is deemed necessary to expiate the sins of the family. 

the community and the nation. The poiat emerges from the 
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Hindu nationalist discourse is that woman is 'pure• and 'impure• 

at the same time •••• is not only to be protected but also to 

disciplined and controlled. The emphasis is oa modesty, and 

the place of the women are in the kitchea and inside the home, 

the promotion of carefully structured, limited and separate 

education for girls. 

Having briefly discussed the position of women in 

the nationalist discourse in India, let us observe what 

c.Rajagopalachari said about the gender equality, which is 

worth quoting s "Equality is a good slogan where we have to 

encourage and strengthen the forces of reform against 

cruelty and stupidity, but in the organisation of courses in 

the Universities and high schools, we should not be moved by 

passioa •••• Such discrimination between boys and girls are 

necessary for the progress of the civilisation on well-ordered 

liaes and has to be made without imagining that the principle 
32 

of equality is thereby lost." After this, he dwelt upon 

the question of division of labour between men and women. 

Thus he said, tton this matter, there is nothing to sux:pass the 

geaeral doctrine of the Bha)la!,!.2_Qlli which lays down that all 

work is equally noble. Whatever task is doae as appertaining 

to one in an organised society is not only noble but tantamount 

to divine worship. There is no high and low in social work 



and ~rfoz:mance of duty. To look after home is as noble as 

politics and engineering. The upbringing of children is at 

least as sacred and as valuable as the production in heavy 

industries or service done in army or in any official civil 

departments. 
33 

The family is as important as the state." 
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Thereafter, c.Raj agopalachari made a binary division 

of all l«>rk between men and women and fixed the sphere of 

activities between the two s "The upbringing of children, 

and attention to the requirements of the family ill matter of 

food, clothing, mental and physical health •••• all these form 

the particular attention and activity of the average wome~ 

whether educated or uneducated. Society has put the most basic 

duties upon women who alone can bear those burdens. Man has 

taken comparatively easier task outside the home. Putting it 

roughly, but fairly and correctly, the family has to be looked 

after by the mother, while the co~~~nunity is to be attended by 

34 
maa. Who can say which is more important and which less?• 

Ultimately, it will raise the eyebrows of all votaries 

of womea• s liberty and equality of what c.Rajagopalachari 

advised in his address at S.N.D.T. Women's University in 

Mumbai, "My advice, therefore, j s that you should all marry 

rather than try to find independent professions, unless your 

special gifts urge you from within to serve society without 

the intermediary channel of family •••• Not in any profession 



or ambition can the soul of a woman find that sense of 

fulfilment an0 that joy -vJhich nature has ordained for her 

in motherhood •••• in a child that has to be brought up to 

"35 serve and attain honour anc respect in society. 

N. ECONOMIC IDE~ 

As mentioned earlier, c.Rajagopalachari always 
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fought shy of structural ch8nges and was in favour of social 

and moral reforms within the status quo. And his economic and 

social ideas had been fashione.-3 by his long service in the 

constructive Movement, and more especially by his experience 

in the Gandhian Ashram at Thiruchengode. During his 

Premiership, he reflected upon the issue of zamindari which, 

according to A.R.H.Copley, in no way betrayed his true 

conservative principles by state interventions into legally 

binding contracts. He himself raised the problem in the 

Madras Assembly thus s 

"The question to be considered is the sacredness of 

the contract. E'or the first time, it is said, we are dealing 

a fatal blow at that and it will disturb the roots of organised 

society. Just like religion, the roots of moral obligation, 

wound up in the sacredness of the contract, are too dangerous 

to be touched s do not touch it, de not shake it, society will 

crumble down ... 36 
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It would be interesting to note here that regarding 

the peasant question, c.Rajagopalachari subscribed to the moral 

economy theory. The moral economy theory, as used by many 

writers conceDOed with the changing societies in developiag 

countries, was fathered by E.P.'l'hompson in his essay ' 'The 

Moral Economy of the English Crowd in the 18th Century (1:171) '• 

Thompson's view of the moral economy was that the rich and poor 

were bound in a ring of mutual antagonism and need. anc tl1at 

the poor in the late 18th century Britain re-echoed the 

patriarchal ideology of subsistence for all to which the rich 

purportedly hel~ by making constant demand on the rich to 

uphold their duty to the poor. Thompson focussed on the 

contestation over resources and ideology, and his rep.tesentation 

of the English peasantry was of a radical group who were active 
. 37 in the making of their own soc1eties. 

In Indi~ the moral economy presumes the existence of 

a pre-modem harmonious social order, rest on the view that 

the lower castes and classes passively accepted the ideology 

of the pDevailing order. Frankel notes and attacks on •••• 

Mthe traditional village system under which harmony was 

preserved by the mutual acceptance of ascriptive inequalities 
38 sancticied by the religious myths of caste. In Frankel'£ wor~ 

the poor ate variously described as 'resigned', 1 de£~rent' and 

deeply conservative and iner~ strongly committed to the 

traditional social hierarchy of caste, and largely reconciled 

to their impoverishment. 39 In the same work. Frankel returns 
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to a similar refrain : 

"Village studies show that •• 6. asymmetrical obliga-

tions among unequals were oriented towaod ensuring subsistence 

for all members according to their ceremonial and p :reductive 

functions. Religious symbolism became attached to the notion 

of hierarchical collectivity in which the use of concentrated 

politico-economic power was circumscribed by moral obligation •••• 

As a result, it is arguable that commands by the dominant castes 

were perceived as legitimate and evoked high level of 

predictable compliance for the lower castes towards whom they 

are directed.
40 

ElseWhere, c.Rajagopalachari observed that the need 

of the hour was the :restoration of the old contract tc its 

old and legitimate place and the displacement of the legislation 

which in recent times has on the plea of public welfare, sought 

to occupy more and more the place of the contract. He also 

analysed that civilisation marched from status to contract • 

.Acr:oroing to him, human life depends on mutual cooperation and 

this cooperation was mostly rendered in old days on the basis 

of status, birth or rank in society. Later it came to be based 

on contract. Now the state or the total power of the society 

seeks to replace the contract basis of the society and directly 

regulate all mutual services. Thus he opined that the state 

in India, in the present phase, was eager to regulate the 

relationship among men involved in industry and food production. 
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even before fully exploiting the potentialities of the freedom 

of con tract. Hence a premature replacement of the con tract 

by state regulation in agriculture may end in a terrible 

national calamity and mismanagement. lack of interest in 
41 

production and shortage extending upto famine. Breaking 

up the bonds of loyalty had became the sweepimg measure of 

totalitarian reformation: breaking up the ties of loyalty 

between the landlord and the tenant, between the industrialist 

and the workmen, be·t,veen the editor and the working journalist. 

The result was less production of food, less production of 

other goods, less ~~,o.ck B11 around. 

The fundamentel error, according to C.Raj agopalachari. 

cf Nehru's economic policy was the reliance on compulsion, 

on the coercion of new laws rather than on the people 

themselves. In support of his {C.Rajagopalachar~ views with 

regard to the socialist policies of Nehru 1 s Government, 

C.Rajagopalachari quoted five paragraphs from the writings 

of Gandhij i : 

"When refOrmers lose faith in the method of 

persuasion, the technique of what is known as scientific 

socialism is born." 

"I do not like the assumptions underlying matJy of 

the propositions of the socialist • s programme which cjo to 

show that there is necessarily antagonism between the classes 
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and the masses or between the labourers and the capitalists 

such that they can never work for mutual good.• 

"If you have only state production, men will become 

moral and intellectual paupers." 

"'lhe socialists and the communists believe in 

generating and accentuating hatred to bring about economic 

equality.•• 

"The violence of private ownership is less injurious 

than the violence of the state. My (Gandhiji 1 s) theory of 

trusteeship is no make-shift, ce:rtainly no camouflage. I 

am confident that it will survive all other theories."
42 

However, according to A.R.H.Copley, C.Rajr:lgopslachari 

neatly avoided any betrayal of his personal conservative belief 

in the contract and the right of private property by restoring 

to more traditional conservative xeliance on the claims of 

customs. Yet he had, nevertheles~ ascribed an interventionist 
43 

role to the state. 

Throughout his political life, c.Raj agopalachari 

supported the Gandhian doctrine of trusteeship,. a.lthough with 

his own refinement. According to c.Rajagopalachari. Gandhij i • s 

'lsm• can be briefly described as the ism of trus·ceeship. The 

social and moral rule of trusteeship should replace state 

compulsion involved in socialism and communism. The social 



doctrine of holding of what you hold as a trustee for others 

is not a new conception and, according to c.a.aj agopa.lachar:.i., 

44 
it is as old as the shastras. Thus. C.R.aj agopalachari was 

of the opinion that modetn civilisation had greatly increased 

the number of situations which this sacred xelationship of 

trusteeship must govem. Every human action, no matter how 

intimate and personal, was affected with a public intexest, and 

attracted the principle of trusteeship. The doctrine of 

enlightened selfishaess of the nineteenth century utilitarianism, 

according to c.Rajagopalachari, should be refined into the 

doctrine of immanent trusteeship. 

CONCLUSION ------

"Appeals to the past", to quote Edward said, 

"are among the commonest strategies in interpretation of 

the px:esent. What animates such appeals is not only disagreement 

about what happened in the past and what the past was. but 

uncertainty about whether the past is x:eally past, over and 

concluded, cr whether it continues, ~lbeit in different fo:cms. 

45 perhaps." No statement applies more fittingly than the above, 

in the case of Indian nationalism. ::LnC.ic.n nationalists in their 

eagerness to throw away the iq>erialist yoke, in their earnestness 

to bolster Indian tradition and past in the face of the mighty 

West, painted a pristine Indian past pregnant with most lofty 
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ideas and knowledge. C.P.ajagopalachari was no exception to 

this. All through the pages of this chapter, we have observed 

that he painted an Indian past which was full of imagery and 

smack~ of cultural revivalism. 
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